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GAIL SHER
Chests in exact spiritual
(ostrich) is the steep
person.

The bundled dish. Woken
and woken. Slightly grouse
stubbles twirling as a
part of things.
Nighty spuds laugh.
Plate after plate. Sifts
of her a.m.

Steels queues
addict.

(possibly)

Tongues wrists claps
(guavas) in the old
car.

As a path. Gentlelike
among the car.
Homes sheets like circular
(cinder) chairs.

Strides I bruise.
Is pigmy fall as
she dug the way.

To gaze a nerve. He so
dubbed.
We two. Crack. t1others
carcass jealousy.

Some topple over and seem dusty in the dim hall light.
Curves of energy jackknife so that pressure stutters to & fro, coursing &
meandering unpredictably. She feels this in her chest and finds it useful
suddenly.

(A child fells a jar nearby.)

Sight slithers over and vanishes into memory.
Which proxy compels deceit. More is a potential that solidifies mentally.

Lacks identity like boiling water lacks identity.
A radio from another room having something circumscribed allows the same desolate
space. A voice begins and lessens in what circulates through this.

He squats before her applying attention restfully. Once or twice he asks a
question. It is unsurged.
Doing something purposefully or doing something tight as a way of surrqunding
himself.

Paint had been splattered on the steps giving a dingy feeling. The hall itself
lined with thin green carpet juts off to the right.

She is aware of this and also of the plate of food off to his right. The
section of the room is broader here several windows and a small hall exaggerating
this effect.
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WHY HOW(ever)?
And what about the women poets who were writing
experimentally? Oh, were there women poets writing
experimentally? Yes there were, they were. They
were there and they were writing differently and a
few of them were chosen and did appear in the magazines for people writing in new forms. And then
several women began to make their own experimentalist magazines. What about that? Well, they read
each other. But we hardly ever heard about their
poems where I was sitting listening. You mean in
school? I mean where poems were being preserved
and thought about seriously and carried forward as
news.
And the women poets, the ones you call experimentalist, were they reading Simone de Beauvoir?
Firestone? Chodorow? Irigaray? Some were. They
were reading and they were thinking backwards and
forwards. They were writing to re-imagine how the
language might describe the life of a woman thinking and changing. And the poetry they were writing
wasn't fitting into anyone's anything because there
wasn't a clear place made for it.
They must have felt displaced. Yes, they must
have. They must have felt unreal. Unrealized. Effaced. Did they know it? Yes, they knew it. Did they
talk about it? Yes, they talked about it. We were sitting in a writing group two years ago and we talked
ab<;>ut it. One year ago, we were sitting there talking
about it. Last summer, I was walking around talking
to myself about it and feeling displaced and I wrote
to one of my scholar friends and asked her about it
and she said you are right. There is this gap. But perhaps we don't know how to acknowledge something,
how to think about something, unless it resembles
what w~s already there. I thought of Dickinson. I
thought of Stein. Woolf and Richardson. Slashes,
anarchies, sentences, disruptions. I was listening and

I said to her, but if we could somehow talk to you
and tell you about us, would you be interested? Yes,
she said, I would be interested.
•
HOW(ever) proposes to make a bridge between scholars thinking about women's language issues, vis-a-vis
the making of poetry, and the women making those
poems. HOW(ever) hopes to create a place in which
poets can talk to scholars through poems and working notes on those poems, as well as through commentary on neglected women poets who were/are
making textures and structures of poetry in the tentative region of the untried.
-Kathleen Fraser
A vehicle for experimentalist poetry-post-modern
if you will, to be thought of seriously as an appropriate poetry for women and feminists. The poetry
feminists usually eschew, believing that now is the
time for women to write understandable poetry
about their own lives, and with feeling, with the
heretofore undeveloped self in prominent display.
But the myths of a culture are embodied in its
language, its lexicon, its very syntactical structure.
To focus attention on language and to discover what
can be written in other than traditional syntactical
or prosodic ~tructures may give an important voice
to authentic female experience. Certainly one should
be read side-by-side with the other.
Unhappily, most feminist publications have ignored the experimentalist work which women are
writing now and have been writing since early in the
century. And unhappily, most publications of "new"
writing have had little interest in feminist language
issues, although some of the women who appear in
them have written brilliantly and movingly about
their lives as women. We want to publish an excep.. tion, however.
-Frances Jaffer

WORKING NOTES FROM GAIL SHER:

Virginia Woolf said something about words having
auras. Poets place them in sequence. I would say
about the vibrations of a word that poets order them
according to their similar intensities. Also interested
in concentration as it releases energy in language.
Addressing not the conscious understanding but the
intelligence of contained experience.

Also as a child she had
wanted to eat
Also as a child she had
wanted to eat.
Without particular motive
(to be) on her own crossing
the street on her own or
going through the door
making an effort to buy
food.

•

Always with amount of energy
she could spend with that
person (son) or even possibly
some other people.
Even simply listening. Not
to but that that had
already occurred .

urg~d

•
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Seen by the other people
(during) the day or sometime
during the course of the
day (the driver) calls out
something.
To be phased by this. To
appear calm but actually
to imagine herself
quarreling .

•

Intense expression in
striving for something
(intake) of food
(inheritance) of
something.
Having asked for something
to eat (in) one process
to eat one (particular)
part.

•

In bed for example (always)
perpetuating (striving) in
the midst of any room.
Which (she) as a lonely
person appreciated.
Avenues and walking with
such & such emotion (buses)
where they seem needed .

•
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Reversing her terminology
and tendency to want
something from·him. (To)
supply food here. (Not)
to move or feel like moving.
With others like her
in the same mood (hiding)
something received from
her.
Delicate relation to her
(discerned) (quarter) of
mind.

•

Children & events of the
day enter her mind. Once
while eating (in) quiet
manner of saying something.
Or being in a hurry to get
somewhere. Arrangement of
food at (moment) of giving
it to her.
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